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During the mid-nineteenth century, architect and landscape designer Frederick Law
Olmsted took several trips to England in order to observe various gardens, parks and
landscapes. These voyages overseas to England culminated in his writing of Walks and
Talks of an American Farmer in England, in which he detailed various observations
and fascinations he had with the grounds that he visited.1 Taking a closer look at his
writings and travels in England, one finds that his study of both traditional, privately
owned gardens and public parks had great influence on his design career, especially in
the design of Central Park and the pastoral landscape dotted with grazing sheep.
The manors and estates of wealthy people and families throughout modern English
history have traditionally included elaborate garden and landscape design. Drawing on a
slew of varying source materials from antiquity to French trends, gardens and parks
during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries in England were designed to reflect
wealth along with economic and political agency.2 The ability to obtain plants from all
over the world, have designs from top landscapers such as Capability Brown, and have
leisure time to spend within a garden were all things that were reserved for the wealthy something that Olmsted found problematic.1 One property that Olmsted viewed while in
England was Chatsworth House - a home known for its elaborate gardens and landscape
design; it is also known for maintaining sheep (Fig 1).3

Fig 1. Sheep grazing in the Chatsworth House Gardens. ePhotozine. June 8, 2020.
Sheep were, and remain, a common feature in English gardens; sometimes functioning
for monetary purposes and other times existing for pure pleasure - something that only
the wealthy could do. As Tom Williamson discusses in “The Landscape Park:
Economics, Art, and Ideology,” it became trendy for wealthy aristocrats to make use of
their land and turf for recreational purposes - they could afford to have sheep and large
areas for enjoyment, while still gaining money from their animals at the same time.4
They selectively bred sheep and other animals, and used them in ways that would show
off their fortunes - including their ability to have pastoral land without having to take
care of it themselves; Williamson describes this as a sort of ‘pastoral ease.’4 While
traveling, Olmsted visited Chirk Castle, a castle which was privately owned, and was
struck by how beautiful the gardens and home were, but he found issue with the
grounds. Although he praised the design aspects of Chirk Castle, he criticized it for its

exclusivity, writing in his book Walks and Talks of an American Farmer in England, “is
it right and best that this should be for the few, the very few of us?”1 His travels to
England and observations of these wealthy homes and gardens did give him design
inspiration, but they also revealed stark class differences in accessibility.
Existing in opposition to the private homes and gardens he saw in England is
Birkenhead Park, a public park designed by Joseph Paxton that deeply moved Olmsted.5
Birkenhead Park was the first public park created with taxpayer money, and it still exists
as a completely accessible place for people to spend leisure time. Joseph Paxton, the
designer of the park and other English gardens, placed great emphasis on creating parks
for everyday people - not just those who could afford their own luxurious gardens.5
Paxton designed a park full of green areas, walking spaces and marvelous architectural
features (Fig 2).

Fig 2. Boathouse at Birkenhead Park. William Wootton, Fine Art America. 2018.
While Olmsted traveled to England in order to gain design inspiration, he ultimately
became enthralled by the idea of creating public spaces for members of all classes. In

Olmsted’s observation of Birkenhead Park in Walks and Talks of an American Farmer,
he writes that he was “glad to observe that the privileges of the garden were enjoyed
about equally by all classes” and celebrated that the “poorest British peasant is as free to
enjoy it in all its parts as the British Queen.”1 He found it fascinating that people from
diversified backgrounds were able to enjoy Birkenhead Park and have access to nature
and spaces for pleasure. These concepts that Paxton introduced ultimately shaped
Olmsted’s career and his design of Central Park.
As many people know, Central Park is located in the wealthy and exclusive Manhattan,
but it is still a location that is able to be enjoyed by all walks of life. Anybody is able to
enter at no cost; people can go on walks, picnic, play sports, and simply coexist with
nature. Frederick Law Olmsted intended for Central Park to mimic the wealthy and
sophisticated gardens that he saw in England, but in a way that all people could enjoy.6
One way in which Olmsted accomplished this was with his inclusion of sheep in Central
Park’s design. Although they no longer exist there today, sheep used to graze in Sheep
Meadow at Central Park, existing as an object of observation and pleasure for all
attendees of the park (Fig 3).7 Central Park’s sheep lived within a “Sheepfold” which
people were able to interact with in various ways - it functioned not only as a barn for
the sheep, but also as a pavilion for them to be displayed and viewed.8 The sheep were
turned into a public spectacle for everyone to enjoy - people were actively invited to view
them and there were activities that revolved around them, such as the collecting of wool
and picking of favorite sheep.8

Fig 3. Sheep grazing in Central Park, New York City. Late 19th century.
The sheep grazing in the open meadows of Central Park were reminiscent of the open
pastures and carefully designed landscapes of aristocratic homes in eighteenth and
nineteenth century England. Olmsted democratized the access to and enjoyment of
sheep in a pastoral landscape in the heart of New York City. Anybody could stroll into
Central Park and take joy in watching sheep play and graze. Taking inspiration from a
variety of source materials, and especially the English landscape tradition and the work
of Joseph Paxton, Olmsted revolutionized public parks in America making accessible a
pastoral park dotted with lambs to all residents of the city.
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